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EFT-1 Mission
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• EFT-1 launch on December 5, 2015 at 7:05 AM EST
Background
3Video credit - https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/orion/videos
Objective
4EFT-1 SLS
• Objective of this work is to define the EFT-1 liftoff acoustics (LOA) fatigue-weighted 
duration
• Vibroacoustic engineers require the fatigue-weighted duration for qualification testing
• Useful for the development of the Space Launch System (SLS)
Commonality:  Orion Module
Objective
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• Definition of Fatigue-weighted time duration, Teq, is taken from:
• NASA TM-2009-215902: ‘Using the Saturn V and Titan III Vibroacoustic Databanks
for Random Vibration Criteria Development’
• Available at NASA Technical Reports Server https://ntrs.nasa.gov/
• From TM-2009-215902:
• ‘Equivalent damage time (Teq) is the time required to induce an amount of damage at
a high test level equivalent to that induced by exposure to a varying stress level.
• Acoustically induced random vibration on launch vehicles is a non-stationary
environment, i.e., its root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude changes fairly rapidly over
its duration.’
EFT-1 Instrumentation Overview
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Sensors: Piezoresistive Pressure Transducers
• External Locations
• 5 sensors on LAS
• 17 sensors on Crew Module 
(CM)/Service Module (SM)
• Internal Location
• 1 sensor on CM/SM
Data Acquisition Units
• DAU1:  all 5 LAS sensors
• DAU2:  10 CM/SM sensors
• DAU 3:  8 CM/SM sensors
EFT-1 
Orion LAS/Ogive and Service Module
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Photo credit - http://www.nasa.gov/content/orion-prepares-to-move-to-launch-pad
Photo credit - http://www.nasa.gov/content/at-your-service-orion-service-module-complete
Orion LAS/Ogive Cover
Orion Service Module
Data Analysis
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Data Analysis Challenge & Process
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Time History
• 2 Hz trend 
removed
PSD
• Block Size: 
8192
• Blocks: 30
• Time selected 
in launch 
window
Quality 
Checks
Histogram
Statistics
Discard bad 
data from set
Teq
Calculations
• Time step = 
0.086 sec
Engineering 
Judgment
*will discuss blue boxes
• Challenge: Data “thrown over the fence”
• Analysis Software: PCSignal Version 2.5
Time History
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Evaluation led to:
• Possibility that some channels 
were “bad”
• DAU2/M01int
• DAU2/M01
• DAU2/M012
• DAU3/M016 (gain issue)
• Determination that time history 
shape unique per DAU
• Further data analysis became 
DAU specific
Possible bad channel M012
Possible bad channels: M01int & M01
Possible bad channel M016
PSD 
Evaluated per DAU
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Evaluation Conclusions:
• DAU1  
• Channels look great
• Filter Rolloff consistent 
and at expected frequency
• DAU2
• M01int and M01 are not in 
family
• Other channels show peak 
prior to roll-off
• DAU3
• M016 is 10x below other 
channels in magnitude
• DAUs do not have same 
characteristics
• Requires slot evaluation
• Two time windows
• Ambient
• Launch window
Frequency (Hz)
Filter Roll Off
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Bad channels: M01int & M01
Bad channel M016
Evolved Data Analysis Process
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• DAU contains cards which are located and identified by 
numbered “slots”
• The cards can host multiple channels 
• Cards can host different sensor types 
simultaneously
• DAU1 – Sensors located on 1 slot
• DAU2 - Sensors located on 4 slots
• DAU3 – Sensors located on 4 slots
DAU Sensor ID with Slot &Channels
DAU1 LASM01 – Slot 26 – Channel 1
LASM02 – Slot 26 – Channel 2
LASM03 – Slot 26 – Channel 3
LASM04 – Slot 26 – Channel 4
LASM05 – Slot 26 – Channel 5
DAU2 OM11 – Slot 13 – Channel 1        OM07 – Slot 14 – Channel 1        OM03 – Slot 15 – Channel 1         OM12 – Slot 16 – Channel 1    
OM08 – Slot 13 – Channel 3        OM05 – Slot 14 – Channel 3        OM02 – Slot 15 – Channel 3         OM13 – Slot 16 – Channel 3
OM01 – Slot 13 – Channel 5        OM01int – Slot 14 – Channel 5 
DAU3 OM15 – Slot 13 – Channel 1         OM16 – Slot 14 – Channel 1       OM09– Slot 15 – Channel 1         OM04 – Slot 16 – Channel 1      
OM10 – Slot 13 – Channel 3         OM14 – Slot 14 – Channel 3        OM06 – Slot 15 – Channel 3        OM17– Slot 16 – Channel 3
Example DAU with Cards (Slots) 
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DAU1 Average PSDs
DAU1 Evaluation Conclusions (1 slot, sequential channels)
• Looks as expected
• Ambient noise window has peak but below signal
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DAU2 Average PSDs
• DAU2 Evaluations 
Conclusions (4 slots)
• Peaks in ambient and 
liftoff times seem to be 
slot dependent
• Noise to signal ratio of 
ambient to launch 
window peaks 
insufficient 
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DAU3 Average PSDs
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• DAU3 Evaluations 
Conclusions (4 slots)
• Peaks in ambient and 
liftoff times seem to be 
slot dependent
• Noise to signal ratio of 
ambient to launch 
window peaks 
insufficient 
• Possible that 
documentation for 
channels in Slot 13 and 
Slot 15 is incorrect 
Teq Calculation and Results
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• Fatigue-Weighted Duration (Teq) formula :
• where  = b/n = 4 for this work (assuming solder joints; conservative)
• Varying RMS level (Wi), within a given time step (Ti), and max level (Wmax)
• For launch vehicle / spacecraft applications, it is preferred to use sinusoidal vibration 
profiles for W
• Mainly for component vibrations / accelerations 
• Sound pressure levels or aero dynamic pressure can be used in place of vibration profiles
• Assumes that the external pressure environment is linearly driving the component 
level accelerations
• Calculation process then needs the W profile over the flight phase of interest
• For this work, the liftoff phase of flight is of interest.  Liftoff phase (per action) includes:
• Engine ignition – not desired for random vibration / Teq assessment
• Full thrust engine – desired phase of flight
Definition of Fatigue-Weighted 
Duration
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For EFT-1Teq
• Time step
• Ti = 2* (t2-t1) = 0.086 sec
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Teq trend:  longer duration in lower zones, decreasing in upper zones
Consistent finding with other launch vehicles
Teq Results
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
Approximate Location on EFT-1 Orion
• Data processing has inherent challenges
• Need good understanding of the data acquisition system in order to avoid false 
conclusions
• Teq calculations were completed for EFT-1 
• EFT-1 launch data can be used for launch vehicles in design
• Information is useful for SLS
Conclusion
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Back up
EFT-1 Mission
Delta IV EFT-1 Mission
Delta IV EFT-1 Mission
Delta IV Heavy and SLS with Orion
